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CHAPTER- VII 

~~ry and Concluding Observations 



CHAPTER- VII - -

The term ecology, a much used word in the life sciences, 

can very well be found useful in political science to des

cribe the interrelationships between political institutions 

and their environment. The functioning of the political 

institutions is substantially influenced by the environment 

in which they operate and this is reflected in the decisions 

made by the political institutions.with the spread of educa-

tions, access to information aoo the spur in the organization 

of groups and associations, people have gained a considerable 

amount of power to exert influence on government decisions. 

Public opinion has, thus, became a dominant farce in the late 

twentieth century. As popular opinion has grcwn in force, 

government has increasingly felt the need to win over public 

opinion through the persuasive art of public relations. 

Persuasion, primarily a communication process, is an effort 

to convey information in such a way as to get people revise 
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old ideas and form new ones and thus change their behaviour. 

Although the need for practicising public relations in gov

ernment departments in order to master support for admini

strative deeds aai actions has been well realized by the 

concerned authorities, the public relations movement in the 

government departments in India is very weak and unorganized. 

Increasing participation of the people in the process 

of decision-making is an essential pre-requisite for a 

democratic government. 'lbe formal base of such participation · 

has been broadened in India by way of introducing the Fancha

yati Raj system in the rural sector. The functioning of 

political parties has further widened the scope of such 

participatio~ But in reality, the devolution of power and 

authority has created a new pcwer structure in rural India 

and the basic objective of introducing a participatory model 

of develo};lllent has been lost sight of • .Participation, to be 

meaningful, requires a high degree of awareness that can be 

. created onJ.y by an interplay of education aai the techniques 

and media of comnunication. The concept of develO;[:nlent 

since the late seventies and early eighties has placed 

emphasize on self-help,grass-root participation and twe-way 

communication for meaningful and real development in the 

developing countries. .Participation to be real and effective 

should not be prescribed and guided by the government, but 

must be a self-generating process. In this participatory 
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model of development, the media of communication, particu

larly the indigenous communication channels, have a definite 

role to play by way of creating social consciousness and 

-critical awareness about the real needs and problems among 

the people and ensuring a continuous and horizental flow of 

information about development programmes and strategies. Thus 

the role of communication is important in creating awareness 

. among the people and accel erati o:J participation in the 

process of development. 

In India, the media of communication perform the valu

able function of creating awareness among the rural people of 

the programme of development initiated by the government, 

particularly for their benefit, and encourage an:i persuade 

them to participate in the programmes of development. The 

approach is top down and highly prescriptive. The partici

pation of the people is directed by the government since 

popular cooperation is required for carrying out the deve

lopment programmes. Thus people in the rural areas are 

rather co-opted for achieving goals of development determin

ed by the government. 

A. ~mar~ of Findie_g~ 

As noted in chapter III; the government of 

India has a well-knit organizational network, stret-

ched all over the country, that is making use 
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of different media of communication for the purpose of keeP

ing people informed of government activities. A number of 

media units are operating under the Ministry of Information 

and Broadcasting which is designed as the nodal agency in 

the field of information and communication between the govern

ment and the people. The important media units under the 

Ministry are All Io:iia Radio, Doordarshan, .Press Information 

Bureau, Film Division, ~blication Division, Directorate of 

Advertising and Visual RUblicity, Directorate o.E Field 

Publicity and Song and Drama Division. The organization of 

the media units represents the all pervasive character of 

the cQnmunication function carried out by the Ministry. 

While All India Radio and Doordarshan are excl~sively mass 

media of communication, the Directorate of Field Fublicity 

has been created for facilitating interpersonal communication 

and the Song and Drama Division is making use of the indi

genous communication channels like theatre, mime, jatra, 

song am dance. 

The working of the media units of the Ministry of 

Information and Broadcasting, however, show little awareness 

of the government about the role of communication in the 

process of develotxnent. The function of the Ministry is 

mainly propagandist in character giving favourable media 

coverage to the activities of the government, pranotional 

and developmental in character. The objective is to achieve 

people's cooperation and support by way of creating mass 
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awareness about the programmes initiated and the services 

provided by the government for their benefit. It is a 

dc:wnward flew of information from the government to the 

people. The feedback mechanisms for assessing public res

ponses and reactions are poorly conceived of.Feople are fed 

with information and persuaded by the media to change their 

attitudes and behaviour and comply with the government 

-directed course of action. Farticipation is less a self 

-generating action among the rural people than an induced 

process. 

Even within the limited scope of action, the effective 

performance of the Ministry is further stalled by the 

cumbersome administrative procedures and excessive bureau

cratization. In spite of the fact that administration is 

endowed with the responsibility for bringing about changes 

ta-rards developnent and for acting as the agent of modern

ization, bureaucracy is still desk-bound, less innovative 

and is guided by parochial attitudes and outlook. In a 

changed situation when increasing attention is paid to using 

indigenous channels of ccmuunication for carrying on deve

lopnental messages among the rural people, the importance of 

the Directorate of Field publicity can hardly be exaggerated. 

The Directorate has put to use all available indigenous 

channels of communication including oral ccmmunication 

progranmes for creating awareness among the people living 

in the remotest areas of the country and enlisting their 
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support and cooperation. But even with this pious objective, 

.the resources at the disposal of the Directorate are too 

inadequate to cover the millions of people throughout the 

country. The Directorate has only two hundred ani fifty 

seven publicity units to cover the entire country. 

The Directorate of Advertising and Visual RUblicity is 

another important wing of the Ministry of Information and 

Broadcasting. It provides printed materials 1 ike posters, 

folders, brochures, leaflets and outdoor publicity items like 

hoardings, cinema slides etc. An all-pervasive bureaucratic 

control over the production .of all these publicity materials 

is clearly pronounced in the functioning of DAVP. The func

tions of the DAVP are marked by absence of coordination 

between this media unit and the various r:ninistries and 

departments for which the DAVP is working. This has resulted 

into the production of unattractive and in most cases unrea

listic posters, folders and other publicity materials and 

the illiterate rural masses are unable to comprehend what 

has been comrrunicated. 

Doordarshan is an important medium of communication 

because of its ability to make visual appeal. However, in 

view of high price that keeps television sets beyond the 

purchasing power of the majority of rural people, community 

viewing schemes under the aegis of the government and the 

formation of telavision-viewing groups can ensure a high 
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degree of participation among the rural masses provided the 

programmes are fed with technical information required by the 

villagers in self-development instead of merely disseminating 

information about the performance of government in developnent. 

This is equally true in the case of radio. The programme 

contentsfor broadcasting need to be tailored in order to meet 

the specific requirements of special audiences who are forming 

the listening groups. This can be achieved through mutual 

effort and coordination between the .officials in charge of 

designing programmes for broadcasting and subject matter 

specialists of different departments and agencies. An effec

tive feedback by way of giving answers to queries raised by 

the members of listening groups is the most essential canpo

nent in making communication successful and participation 

real. 

It has been found in chapter IV that in west Bengal, the 

Department of Information and OJ.ltural Affairs is the nodal 

agency for ensuring two-way communication between the govern

ment and the people. The basic purpose is to make people 

aware of different social am econcmi c developmental goals 

am objectives with a view to enlisting greater people's 

participation in the process of development. In a participa

tory style of development, the role of culture is considered 

crucial and a stimulating one for propagating new ideas, 

values and behavioural patterns and bringing about changes 

towards development. The Department of Information and 
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Cultural Affairs has shc:Mn renewed interest in revitalizing 

traditional and local cultures of the people of west Bengal. 

The objective is to fight against degenerated and decadent 

culture and encourage the growth of a healthy cultural life 

among the people. But the Department in its endeavour to 

protect and perpetuate the traditional culture of the rural 

people has cQnpletely failed to take note of the dynamic role 

of culture as a facilitator of development and harbinger of 

continuity. Consequently, while all round efforts are being 

made for entailing improvement in different forms of art and 

culture, these traditional cultural forms with all their 

potentialities are never used as media for communicating 

developmental messages and information relevant for creating 

awareness and enlisting participation among the rural masses. 

This is somewhat surprising and points to the lack Of k:nowledge 

and understanding of the people in government and administra

tion about the role of ccmmunication in developnent. 

The lack of coordination between the Department of 

Information and Cultural Affairs and the two other depart-

ments viz. the Department of Agriculture and Community 

Developnent and the Department Of Health and Family Welfare 

is another perturbing feature in the way of effective 

communication between the government and the people. In 

spite of the attempt at centralization of all public rela

tions and publicity functions af the government in the 

Department of Information and Cultural Affairs, both the 
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Department of Agriculture aoo the Department of Health have 

their own arrangements for disseminating information about 

agricultural practices and health programmes among their 

clients in rural areas. The Departments are not in favour of 

the policy of. centralization and they themselves decide on 

the contents of communication as well as the techniques and 

media of comrrunication in their respective fields of opera

tion. For the dissemination of information most of which are 

technical in nature, the Departments produce leaflets and 

booklets, prepare posters, folders, cinema slides, hoardi~gs 

and make transit advertisements on buses, tramcars and rail

way coaches. Feriodic journals containing technical-informa

tion and knowhows, research activities and government 

policies and programmes are also published and distributed 

by the Departments. Besides, the Departments make arrange

ments for exhibi tiona on their OWl. Nevertheless, the 

centralized feature in the public relations and publicity 

activities is reflected in matters of making advertisements, 

issuing press notes, arranging press conferences alii producing 

films and documentaries. The information officers of the 

Department of Information and OJ.ltural Affairs attached to 

the Department of Agriculture and the Department of Health 

and Family welfare collect news materials fran these 

Departments for issuing press notes and the liaison with the 

press is maintained through the News :Bureau of the Department 

of Information and Cultural Affairs. Film-making is another 
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area of activity where the film wing of the Department of 

Information and Cultural Affairs serves the needs and require

ments of other departments. The making Of films and documen

taries involves the spending of a large amount of money which 

rather reluctantly compels the other departments to collabo

rate with the film wing of the Department of Information and 

Cultural ~fairs. 

Apart from the mass media of cc:mmunication, a network 

of interpersonal communication is also working among the 

villagers mainly with the support of the activities of the 

extension workers who are deputed by the Department of 

Agriculture or the Department of Health aai Family Welfare. 

The Krishi .l?rajukti Sahayaks (I<.FSs) and the Health Assistants 

are the lONest level functionaries in the Department of 

Ag'riculture aiJi the Department of Health resJ;:ectively who 

along with other extension officers working at the block and 

sub-divisional levels bring information relating to the 

programmes of development initiated by the Departments and 

the technical knowho.rs at the doorsteps of the villagers. 

The Department of Information and Cultural Affairs too has 

got field level workers at the block level for disseminating 

information and eliciting participation in the process of 

development but their number is too inadequate and functions 

unspecified. 

Nevertheless, dissemination of mere information does not 

constitute communication. Unread leaflets, unheard broadcasts, 
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unviewed films - however abundantly and skillfully they are 

produced - have no chance to influence the audience. Much of 

the communication effect depends on the selection and use of 

the media of communication, particularly when the target groups 

are the rural masses. 

In chapter V and VI, an attempt has been made to assess 

the actual working of the process of communication in two 

related fields of rural development viz. agriculture and 

health. The efficacy of the media of mass canmunication among 

the rural masses is largely restricted because of widespread 

illiteracy and lew level of income of the villagers. Due to 
~ 

lack of education villagers have little access to the priit ed 

media. Television has got relatively smaJ.l audience because 

it is too expensive a medium. ..R>sters can play an important 

source of information. They are abundantly displayed at 

important junctions and the village people frequently cOme 

across them. But the messages communicated through the 

posters are pcesented in such a symbolic way that in most 

cases they do not come up to the level of intellectual ability 

of the average villagers. The villagers seldom understand the 

messages communicated through posters. Films too are suffer

ing from similar weaknesses. This may be attributed to the 

lack of creativity and sensibility in the production of films. 

Besides,the screening of films in the rural areas is too 

occassional. This is evident fre¥n the la...r percentage of 

respondents who have seen the films. Among the different 

media Of mass communication radio seems to be the only 
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medium that has scored the highest popularity among the rrual 

people. This is because it is the cheapest medium readily 

available to the villagers especially for entertainment after . 

day's toil and labour. Besides, the audience can easily take 
< 

cognizance of what is communicated through radio because of 

its nature of presentation and audio impact. 

Regarding the relative importance of different media of 

communication in disseminating information about specified 

programmes, it has been generally observed that the role of 

interpersonal media of communication is more extensive and 

effective than the mass media. The survey results show that 

friends and neighbours are the primary source of information 

to most of the villagers. The activities of extension 

workers, be it in the field of health or agriculture remain 

confined among some chosen sections of villagers. Neverthe-

less, the extension workers have easy access to the villagers 

and the villagers accept their advices as convincing. In 

spite of this, the role of extension workers in th~~process of 

communication is not as prcndsing as it should be. Voluntary 

organizations are slcwly gaining grounds and particularly in 

matters of health improvement programmes, their role as 

development communicator is being gradually crystallized 

among some sections of the rural population. However, the 

performance of elected representatives (.Panchayat Members) 

in propagating programmes of development among the village 

people and persuasion is miserably poor and their pursuits 
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are generally directed towards activities other than those of 

a development communicator. Among the mass media, apart from 

radio and television, other media of mass cannunication do 

not .play any significant role in the process of canmunication 

in rural life. 

The communication effects in case of specified programmes 

as reflected in survey results are uneven both in the fields 

of health and agriculture. The success of a communication 

depends on the selection of right media aai the right way of 

presentation of information. Cannunication needs repetition. 

Any wrong step tells on its success and undermines the effects 

of communication. 

In chapters V and VI, a further attempt has been made to 

examine the relationships between a set of indepea:ient vari

ables and access to differeot media of conununication and the 

level of understanding, the knowledge abo..tt specified 

programme~ of development, the re~ative importance of diffe

rent media in disseminating information~out programmes and 

the communication effects •. In chapter V, the analysis of 

data collected to study_ these relationships reveals that 

age as a social variable has got significant association with 

the communication structures. With regard to sex, it is 

found that, in general, male respondents are more exposed to 

different communication structures and have greater ability 

to understand the messages communicated through different 
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media than their female counterparts. There is a positive 

correlation between education and the communication structures. 

The higher the level of education, the greater is the access 

to different media of communication aod the ability to under

sta!Xi the meanin~ of the messages coomunicated through diffe

rent media •. Occupation is also significantly associated with 

the canmunication structures. It is, he>Never, proved diffi

cult to establish significant association between caste as a 

social variable and access to all the communications tructures. 

Regarding the level of understanding of the messages communi

cated through media like poster or film, the respondents 

belonging to the general castes have greater ability to com

prehend the themes of posters or films than those of scheduled 

castes or scheduled tribes. With the exception of sex, all 

other social variables have got significant association with 

the respondents• knowledge of programmes. In case of commu

nication effects of programme campaigns, all the social 

correlates except caste, have established significant rela

tionships with the communication effects. 

In chapter VI, the analysis of data for understanding 

relationships between the social variables and attributes and 

the dependent variables in case of programmes for agricultural 

development reveals that age as a social variable does not 

have significant association with all the communication struc

tures. With regard to education, it is found that there is 

a positive correlation between education and the communica

tion structures. The association of communities with 
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different communication structures is not very significant 

although in matters of understanding the messages communica

ted, Bengalee (Hindu) respondents have greater ability to 

comprehend the themes than the respondents belonging· to other 

ccmnunities. Caste, as a social variable is proved insigni

ficant so far as its association with different communication 

structures is concerned. All the social variables have 

established significant association with the respondents• 

knowledge of programmes. So far as the relationship between 

social correlates and cc.mnunication effects of programme 

campaigns is concerned it is found that while in case of 

programme (1) age and communi ties as social variables do not 

have any significant association with the communication 

effects, in case of progra.ume (2) all the social variables 

have established significant relationship with the communica

tion effects. 

B. £2ncluding~ervat:!:.,gg, 

The effectiveness and efficacy of communication between 

the government and the people, as the study shONs, depends 

to a considerable extent on the selection and careful handling 

of the media of communication. Instead of working as channels 

for disseminating information from the government to the 

people the media should be used for feeding the people with 

relevant technical information in the field of development, 
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for facilitating horizontal flow.of information among the 

villagers, for ensQring effective feedback, and for eliciting 

participation of the villagers in the developnent process. 

All these reqQire some changes in designing the use of the 

media Qnits. !!£!~, programmes for radio and television 

should be organized in SQch a way as to facilitate effective 

feedback from the audience. '!his can best be achieved through 

the formation of radio listeners• group like radio rural 

forum and television viewers• group like teleclubs in large 

numbers so as to cover the different sections of the rural 

people. However, the questions which will be raised by these 

groups must be squarely answered by the concerned government 

departments and officials in time so that the audiences do 

not lose their interest in seeking information and responding . 

with their reactions. Furthermore, the information content 

in the programme must be repeated so that the audience can 

follow the message correctly and keep it in memory. For a 

better understanding of the messages, they can be presented 

by way of demonstration particularly when the programmes are 

sho.r.rn on the television. 

~£2~, in order to enhance the effectiveness of posters 

and films as media of canrrunication with the rural people, 

they must be made more attractive and presented in simple 

ways comprehensible to the uneducated villagers. Fosters may 

be story-based an:i the story can be deputed through a set of 

posters instead of producing single posters with meanings 
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expressed symbolically. This is also true in case of films. 

Information given in the form of stories may help to create 

the expected impact on the minds of the villagers. 

Third, the traditional media, if they are used skillfully 

and intelligently, may well serve the purpose of development 

support communication. In India, attention has already been 

given to the enrichment of indigenous culture which has a long 

tradition of its OWl. In west Bengal, for example, the cultu

ral wing of the Department of Information and Cultural Affairs 

have initiated several programnes for rejunevating the tradi

tional cultural forms and encouraging a healthy cultural 

trend in the state. But along with these efforts at enrich

ing culture, the primary purpose of which is to give enter

tainment to the rural people, these traditional cultural 

forms like jatra, kirtan, charchagan, loknatya, folk song and 

folk dance can be used for incorporating development-oriented 

messages in their themes. They are the products of local 

culture, part ·of rural social environment and intimate with 

the rural people. Their use will readily help to create 

awareness among the uneducated rural people and evoke their 

participation in the process of development because of their 

credibility among the villagers. 

~~, in the rural setting, the importance of inter

personal communication is as much as that of traditional media 

of communication. The roles of group leaders, friends and 
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neighboors, and above all, the extension workers, are vital 

in the village communication system. Information spt"ead fast 

in the villages in the mouth of the village people, in 

different village gatherings like fairs, bazars, temples, 

bathing ghats and harvest fields. The twe-way communication 

between the government and the people will be more effective 

if the state information machinery works in collaboration 

with the village communication channels. The role of exten

sion workers is all the more important in the village commu

nication network. The extension worker must be committed to 

his job. He should take his job as a challenge and work 

accordingly. He is to be the real communicator for the 

villagers. He should develop in himself a sense of oneness 

with the villagers sharing their joys and sorrows. The 

villagers would also find in him a friend and a guide. 

~~, in a participatory style of development, volun

tary organizations have come to play an important supportive 

role in upholding the cause of development. Development 

conrnunication owes a lot to the functioning of voluntary 

organizations. The dedicated young men and women with prO

fessional and technical competence when volunteering their 

services to make the rural people self-reliant are the best 

communicators for the village people. They have the commit

ment to work with the rural poor and the capability to organize 

them, generate awareness among them about their felt-needs, 

supPly them with technical information, an:l f ina.l.ly, help 
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them to become self-reliant through participation. 'l'o make 

communication effective, governnent must take cognizance of 

the potential role of this professionalized voluntarism and 

welcome their involvement. 

Despite the advent of market economy, the role of govern

ment in rural development, in providing infrastructural 

facilities in agriculture which is the driving force behind 

effective rural development and in other social sectors, in 

delivering social services to the rural poor cannot simply be 

exaggerated. Successful rural development entails framing of 

sound public policies and their proper implementation towards 

ensuring growth combined with equity. In the new development 

strategy, rural development, with its emphasis on decentrali

zation, participation and self-reliance requires a participa

tory rural community where the role of communication is all 

the more vital for the dissemination of information and 

conscientization of the rural community for perceiving their 

real needs and aspirations as well as the real constraints in 

achieving their goals. Managerrent of local resources through 

local action and voluntarism has come to occupy the centre 

-stage in rural development. The goals and objectives of a 

participatory rural development will never be attained without 

the supportive role of communication. Successful comnunica

tion at the same time, requires the building of an indigenous 

communication model and the framing of a communication policy 

indicating the use of mass media and indigenous communication 
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channels in judicious combination. such a comnunication 

policy will provide the guidelines for formulating communica

tion plans in development programmes. The Constitution (73rd 

Amendment) Act, 1992, which has, at long last, provided the 

constitutional sanction and legi tirnacy to the ideal of demo

cratic decentralization is widely expected to institutionalt~e 

decentralization and people's participation and carry the new 

concept of developnent to its logical con::::lusion. Such a 

reconceptualised rural development policy will make communica

tion more, rather than less relevant and significant in the 

emerging Indian policy. 


